Dear Graduates,

The day you have been waiting for, hoping for, working toward, struggling to reach, has finally arrived. Today you are receiving a Rutgers degree. Congratulations! I join those who have helped you along the way to this day of fanfare, including your faculty mentors, your fellow students, and your friends and loved ones, in applauding you for all the hard work and perseverance that have made this milestone moment possible. I hope you and your guests will enjoy our 252nd Anniversary Commencement, at which we welcome Mr. Dan Schulman to join us in celebrating all that you have accomplished here.

Of course, it is not Rutgers’ goal simply to prepare you for this great day—we have, I hope, prepared you for the many days and decades to come. Your Rutgers degree reflects your readiness to pursue opportunities and address problems that will present themselves over the years. We haven’t given you all the answers, but I hope we have further refined your habits of critical thinking, stoked your passion for lifelong learning, and inspired you to take an active, productive role in your communities and in the larger world.

Let me also take this moment to welcome you into the family of Rutgers alumni, now more than 500,000 strong, who are putting their Rutgers education to work. We hope you will always remain engaged with your alma mater, and you have our assurance that we will continue striving to build a university of ever-greater distinction and impact.

As you, our Class of 2018, enter new phases of your lives, please know that you go forth from Rutgers with our pride in your achievements, our fondest wishes for successful lives and careers, and, again, our congratulations.

Sincerely,

Robert Barchi
President
Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey
Dear Graduates,

It is with great satisfaction that I join with your family and friends and the Rutgers community in celebrating your tremendous accomplishments today. I am very proud of your success—and you should be, too. In my short time at Rutgers, I have seen you accomplish many great things. I thank you for the hard work, commitment, and passion you brought to campus and your studies. I congratulate you on your achievements.

As you enter the next chapters in your lives, I hope you will draw upon your experiences with classmates, faculty, and mentors. Remember how far you have come, and use what you have learned to remain engaged with the community and make positive contributions to the world. I wish you all the best as you endeavor to reach even greater heights.

Sincerely,

Debasish Dutta
Chancellor, Rutgers University–New Brunswick

Dear Graduates,

It gives me great pleasure to commend you for all of your persistence and dedication. Together with your faculty mentors, student colleagues, friends, and families, I applaud your numerous achievements. I am proud of your efforts and congratulate you on your well-deserved successes and accomplishments.

Whether you advance your education or enter the workforce, remember what you have learned and continue to make exceptional contributions to the lives and communities around the world. Best wishes for continued success in your lives and careers.

Sincerely,

Brian L. Strom
Chancellor, Rutgers Biomedical and Health Sciences
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Dan Schulman
Doctor of Humane Letters

Rutgers is proud to bestow upon Dan Schulman an honorary doctor of humane letters degree. As president and CEO of PayPal, Schulman is focused on transforming financial services to make life easier for billions of people around the world. With his deep experience in payments and mobile technology, Schulman is leading PayPal to reimagine how people move and manage money, and how merchants and consumers interact and transact.

Schulman is the recipient of the 2017 Brennan Legacy Award, established to honor the Supreme Court justice and his career-long commitment to social justice and "common human dignity." The Council for Economic Education named Schulman as its 2017 Visionary for promoting economic and financial literacy to create a better-informed society. He has been recognized as one of the top 10 CEOs in the world by Fortune, named one of the top 100 most creative people by Fast Company, and included on the 2017 Recode 100 list of people making the biggest impact on business and technology. He has also been recognized as one of the top 10 most innovative CEOs in banking.

Schulman previously served as group president of Enterprise Growth at American Express where he led its global strategy to expand the company's alternative mobile and online payment services. Prior to joining American Express, he was president of the Prepaid Group at Sprint Nextel Corporation following its acquisition of Virgin Mobile USA, Inc., where he led the company as its founding CEO for eight years. Earlier in his career, Schulman was president and CEO of Priceline Group, Inc., where he led the company through a period of rapid growth and expansion. He also spent 18 years at AT&T, where he held a series of positions, including president of the Consumer Markets Division.

Schulman earned a bachelor's degree from Middlebury College and a master of business from New York University's Stern School of Business. Schulman is a board member of Autism Speaks. He also serves on the boards of Flextronics International Ltd. and Symantec Corporation, where he is the non-executive chair of the board. He is a member of the World Economic Forum's Future of the Global Financial System taskforce. In addition, Schulman is an avid mixed martial arts practitioner.
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Honorary Degree Recipient

RISA LAVIZZO-MOUREY
Doctor of Science

Rutgers is proud to bestow upon Risa Lavizzo-Mourey an honorary doctor of science degree. Lavizzo-Mourey is the president emerita and former CEO of the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation (RWJF), a position she held for nearly 15 years. She was named the RWJF Penn Integrates Knowledge Professor of Population Health and Health Equity at the University of Pennsylvania, with joint appointments in the Perelman School of Medicine, the School of Nursing, and the Wharton School, effective January 1, 2018.

During her tenure at RWJF, Lavizzo-Mourey spearheaded bold health initiatives such as creating healthier, more equitable communities; strengthening the integration of health systems and services; and ensuring every child in the United States has the opportunity to grow up at a healthy weight. Lavizzo-Mourey’s passion and dedication to these causes served as the groundwork for the foundation’s vision of building a Culture of Health, with the goal of enabling everyone in America to live longer, healthier lives.

Prior to joining the foundation, Lavizzo-Mourey, a specialist in geriatrics, served as the Sylvan Eisman Professor of Medicine and Health Care Systems at the University of Pennsylvania. She also directed Penn’s Institute on Aging and was chief of geriatric medicine at the Perelman School of Medicine.

She worked as deputy administrator for the Agency for Health Care Policy and Research under President George H.W. Bush’s administration and continued to direct policy for the subsequent administration, serving as Quality of Care chair for President Bill Clinton’s panels on health care. She has served on numerous federal advisory committees and was appointed by President Barack Obama to the President’s Council on Fitness, Sports, and Nutrition.

She is a member of the National Academy of Medicine, the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, and The American Philosophical Society. She currently serves on the Smithsonian Institution Board of Regents, as well as on several other boards of directors.

Lavizzo-Mourey is the recipient of numerous awards, including honorary doctorates from Colby College and Brown University. Forbes has included her in its list of the 100 most powerful women in the world eight times, and she has been on Modern Healthcare’s list of 100 most influential people in health care 11 times.

Lavizzo-Mourey earned her medical degree from Harvard Medical School and her master of business administration from the Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania.
Rutgers is delighted to have Evan Covello represent the Class of 2018. Covello is graduating cum laude with a double major in planning and public policy and human resource management. His interest and participation in public service began at an early age, from studying electoral maps as an elementary school student to serving as student body president at Wayne Valley High School. He has pursued his passion for service as vice president and now president of the Rutgers University Student Assembly (RUSA), representing more than 35,000 undergraduate students of Rutgers University–New Brunswick.

As a member of RUSA, Covello has worked to improve the Rutgers experience and strengthen the voice of his fellow students. He served as the associate director of the Association of Big Ten Students, in which he encouraged collaboration and idea sharing between Rutgers and the other Big Ten universities. Through these coalitions, he helped advocate for the full-year Pell Grant, a proposed expansion of the federal Pell Grant program that would enable undergraduate students to use the grant toward summer and winter courses in order to increase four-year graduation rates.

During his tenure as RUSA president, Covello helped oversee the allocation of funding to more than 450 student organizations. He implemented a policy to increase bystander intervention, leading to training for over 300 students. He also worked with RUSA and Rutgers Counseling, Alcohol and Other Drug Assistance Program and Psychiatric Services to implement an online appointment system and increase the hours of counseling. Last year, Covello spoke at Rutgers’ “It’s On Us” event, part of a national movement to end sexual assault, featuring former Vice President Joe Biden, who drafted the Violence Against Women Act of 1994.

A member of the Cap and Skull senior honor society, Covello has received many honors, including the Bridge Builder Award and the 2018 Chancellor’s Leadership Award for his dedication to advocating for students and commitment to community engagement. He has also had the opportunity to gain meaningful political and governmental experience through internships with the Eagleton Institute of Politics, the gubernatorial campaign to elect Phil Murphy, and the office of Congressman Bill Pascrell of the Ninth Congressional District. Covello has traveled to Washington, DC, to lobby for the Campus Accountability and Safety Act, and for the expansion of college affordability programs.

Following graduation, Covello plans to continue to be engaged in higher education policy and serve his community in meaningful ways. His future work will be driven by his belief that every person deserves access to resources to live and succeed.
ON THE BANKS OF THE OLD RARITAN

From far and near we came to Rutgers,
And resolved to learn all that we can;
And so we settled down, in that noisy college town,
On the banks of the old Raritan.

Chorus:
On the banks of the old Raritan, my friends,
Where old Rutgers evermore shall stand;
For has she not stood since the time of the flood,
On the banks of the old Raritan.

Then sing aloud to alma mater,
And keep the Scarlet in the van;
For with her motto high, Rutgers’ name shall never die
On the banks of the old Raritan.

Chorus:
On the banks of the old Raritan, my friends,
Where old Rutgers evermore shall stand;
For has she not stood since the time of the flood,
On the banks of the old Raritan.
Conferring of Degrees

President Robert Barchi

Rutgers Biomedical and Health Sciences

Chancellor and Executive Vice President for Health Affairs Brian L. Strom

Ernest Mario School of Pharmacy

Dean Joseph A. Barone
Doctor of Pharmacy

New Jersey Medical School

Dean Robert L. Johnson
Doctor of Medicine

Rutgers School of Dental Medicine

Dean Cecile A. Feldman
Master of Dental Science
Master of Science in Dentistry
Doctor of Dental Medicine
Graduate Dental Education Certificate

School of Nursing

Dean William L. Holzemer
Bachelor of Science
Bachelor of Science in Nursing
Master of Science
Master of Science in Nursing
Post-Master’s Certificate
Doctor of Nursing Practice
Doctor of Philosophy

Robert Wood Johnson Medical School

Dean Sherine E. Gabriel
Doctor of Medicine

School of Health Professions

Dean Caendolyn M. Mahon
Associate of Applied Science
Associate of Science
Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Doctor of Clinical Laboratory Science
Doctor of Clinical Nutrition
Doctor of Physical Therapy
Doctor of Philosophy

School of Public Health

Dean Perry N. Halkitis
Post-Baccalaureate Certificate
Master of Public Health
Master of Science
Doctor of Philosophy
Doctor of Public Health

School of Graduate Studies*

Dean Jerome J. Kukor
Master of Arts
Master of Arts for Teachers
Master of Biomedical Sciences
Master of Business and Science
Master of Engineering
Master of Landscape Architecture
Master of Philosophy
Master of Science
Master of Science for Teachers
Doctor of Philosophy

*The School of Graduate Studies—formed in July 2017 from the merger of the Graduate School–New Brunswick and the Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences—is a unit of both Rutgers University–New Brunswick and Rutgers Biomedical and Health Sciences.
Rutgers University – New Brunswick
Chancellor Debasish Dutta

School of Engineering
   Dean Thomas N. Farris
   Bachelor of Science

School of Environmental and Biological Sciences
   Executive Dean Robert M. Goodman
   Bachelor of Arts
   Bachelor of Science

Graduate School of Education
   Interim Dean Clark A. Chinn
   Master of Education
   Specialist in Education
   Doctor of Education

Rutgers Business School–Newark and New Brunswick
   Dean Lei Lei
   Bachelor of Science
   Bachelor of Accountancy
   Master of Business Administration
   Master of Financial Analysis
   Master of Information Technology and Analytics
   Master of Quantitative Finance
   Master of Science

School of Social Work
   Dean Cathryn C. Potter
   Master of Social Work
   Doctor of Social Work

Graduate School of Applied and Professional Psychology
   Dean Francine Conway
   Master of Applied Psychology
   Master of Psychology
   Doctor of Psychology

Mason Gross School of the Arts
   Dean George B. Stauffer
   Bachelor of Fine Arts
   Bachelor of Music
   Master of Dance Education
   Master of Fine Arts
   Master of Music
   Artist Diploma
   Doctor of Musical Arts

School of Communication and Information
   Dean Jonathan Potter
   Bachelor of Arts
   Master of Communication and Media/Master of Communication and Information Studies
   Master of Information/Master of Library and Information Science

Edward J. Bloustein School of Planning and Public Policy
   Interim Dean Michael Greenberg
   Bachelor of Arts
   Bachelor of Science
   Master of City and Regional Planning
   Master of City and Regional Studies
   Master of Health Administration
   Master of Public Affairs and Politics
   Master of Public Policy
   Doctor of Public Health

School of Management and Labor Relations
   Interim Dean Adrienne E. Eaton
   Bachelor of Arts
   Bachelor of Science
   Master of Human Resource Management
   Master of Labor and Employment Relations

School of Arts and Sciences
   Executive Dean Peter March
   Bachelor of Arts
   Bachelor of Science
Selected National Student Honors and Awards

BARRY GOLDWATER SCHOLARS
Maine Christos, Physics and Mathematics, School of Arts and Sciences
Zoran Gajic*, Molecular Biology and Biochemistry, School of Arts and Sciences
(Honorable Mention)
Lawrence Gardner, Mechanical Engineering, School of Engineering (Honorable Mention)
Viktor Krapivin*, Physics and Mathematics, School of Arts and Sciences
Christopher Markosian*, Molecular Biology and Biochemistry, School of Arts and Sciences
(Honorable Mention)
Nicholas Page, Cell Biology and Neuroscience, School of Arts and Sciences
Jonah Williams*, Chemical Engineering, School of Engineering (Honorable Mention)

CRITICAL LANGUAGE SCHOLAR
Aasha Shaik, Political Science and Middle Eastern Studies, School of Arts and Sciences (Arabic)

FULBRIGHT STUDENTS
Anna Alves, American Studies, Graduate School–Newark, School of Arts and Sciences (Philippines)
Michelle Arias*, Ecology, Evolution, and Natural Resources, School of Environmental and Biological Sciences (Brazil)
Diego Atehortua*, Art History, School of Arts and Sciences (Brazil)
Elizabeth Baran, Political Science and Spanish, School of Arts and Sciences (Colombia)
Aaron Beck-Schachter, Classics, School of Graduate Studies (Greece)
Colin Chehanske*, Criminal Justice, School of Arts and Sciences (Taiwan)
Emily Chen*, Marine Sciences, School of Environmental and Biological Sciences; Spanish, School of Arts and Sciences (Taiwan)
Massimo Guglietta*, Political Science and Italian, School of Arts and Sciences (Slovak Republic)
Jennyfer Javier*, Communication, School of Communication and Information; Human Resource Management, School of Management and Labor Relations (Brazil)
Megan Kenny*, Linguistics, School of Arts and Sciences (Ecuador)
Sarah Lin*, Planning and Public Policy, School of Arts and Sciences (Taiwan)
Alexander Lopez-Perez*, English, School of Arts and Sciences (Indonesia)
Christopher Markosian*, Molecular Biology and Biochemistry, School of Arts and Sciences (Armenia)
Hope McCraw*, Political Science and Linguistics, School of Arts and Sciences (Taiwan)
Shelby McMullan, German and English, School of Arts and Sciences (Germany)
Keana Mirmajlesi, Biomedical Engineering, School of Engineering (Bulgaria)
Delfina Picchio*, English Language and Literature, School of Arts and Sciences (Spain)
Charles Rabolli*, Biomedical Engineering, School of Engineering (Italy)
Sarah Rehn*, Special Education and Elementary Education, Graduate School of Education (Taiwan)
Cecilia Salazar*, Public Policy, School of Arts and Sciences (Mexico)
Sarah Schrading*, Linguistics and Spanish, School of Arts and Sciences (Mexico)
Ashley So, Biomedical Engineering, School of Engineering (United Kingdom)
Elise Zhou*, Political Science and Philosophy, School of Arts and Sciences (South Korea)

GATES CAMBRIDGE SCHOLAR
Michael Antosiewicz*, History and Classics, School of Arts and Sciences
NATIONAL ACADEMIES OF SCIENCES, ENGINEERING, AND MEDICINE FORD FOUNDATION FELLOWS
Taylor Morgan Moore, History, School of Graduate Studies
Maria Elizabeth Roldán, Comparative Literature, School of Graduate Studies
Dara R. Walker*, History, School of Graduate Studies
Jasmin A. Young*, History, School of Graduate Studies

NATIONAL DEFENSE SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING GRADUATE FELLOW
Victoria Chayes, Mathematics, School of Graduate Studies

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH RUTH L. KIRSCHSTEIN RESEARCH FELLOWS
Apoorva Halikere*, Neuroscience, School of Graduate Studies
Alejandra Laureano, Cell and Developmental Biology, School of Graduate Studies
Heather McGowan*, Neuroscience, School of Graduate Studies
Alexandra Nguyen*, Cell and Developmental Biology, School of Graduate Studies
Caroline Pantazis, Neuroscience, School of Graduate Studies
Michele Patrizii, Cellular and Molecular Pharmacology, School of Graduate Studies
Joshua Stamos, Neuroscience, School of Graduate Studies

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION DOCTORAL DISSERTATION RESEARCH Awardees
Maria Espinoza Paredes*, Sociology, School of Graduate Studies
Mareike Janiak*, Anthropology, School of Graduate Studies

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION GRADUATE RESEARCH FELLOWS
Yoliem Miranda Alarcon, Biomedical Engineering, School of Graduate Studies
Katrina Catalano, Ecology, School of Graduate Studies (Honorable Mention)
Kathryn Coniglio, Psychology, School of Graduate Studies
Abigail Sarah Golden, Ecology and Evolution, School of Graduate Studies
Clara Hartmanshenn*, Chemical and Biochemical Engineering, School of Graduate Studies
Krystal House, Chemistry, School of Graduate Studies (Honorable Mention)
Edna Jones, Mathematics, School of Graduate Studies
Wesley Kendall, Materials Science and Engineering, School of Engineering
Stanley Ko, Oceanography, School of Graduate Studies
Sasha Leidman, Geography, School of Graduate Studies
Tamar Lichter, Mathematics, School of Graduate Studies
Angela Ludvigsen, Physics and Astronomy, School of Graduate Studies
Juliee Malavade*, Biomedical Engineering, School of Engineering; Applied Kinesiology, School of Arts and Sciences
Holly Mandel, Mathematics, School of Graduate Studies
Alexandra Ramos Valle, Atmospheric Science, School of Graduate Studies

* Graduating Students
Selected National Student Honors
and Awards  continued

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION GRADUATE RESEARCH FELLOWS (CONTINUED)
Spencer Roth, Environmental Sciences, School of Graduate Studies
Jomaira Salas Pujols, Sociology, School of Graduate Studies
Lina Saud, Psychology, School of Graduate Studies (Honorable Mention)
Kelly Spendlove, Mathematics, School of Graduate Studies
Christina Verhagen, Geology, School of Graduate Studies

NEW JERSEY COMMISSION ON BRAIN INJURY RESEARCH Awardees, Fellows
Valentina DalPozzo, Neuroscience, School of Graduate Studies
Victoria DiBona*, Neuroscience, School of Graduate Studies
Anna Giarratana, Neuroscience, School of Graduate Studies
Mihir Patel, Neuroscience, School of Graduate Studies
Przemyslaw Swiatkowski*, Cellular and Molecular Pharmacology, School of Graduate Studies

NEW JERSEY COMMISSION ON CANCER RESEARCH Predoctoral Fellows
Samuel Kogan*, Cellular and Molecular Pharmacology, School of Graduate Studies
Sarah Misenko*, Biochemistry, School of Graduate Studies
Dharm Patel*, Biochemistry, School of Graduate Studies
Michelle Sempkiowski*, Biomedical Engineering, School of Graduate Studies
Jeremy Tang*, Cellular and Molecular Pharmacology, School of Graduate Studies

PRINCETON IN ASIA FELLOW
Elise Zhou*, Political Science and Philosophy, School of Arts and Sciences (China)

SOCIAL SCIENCES AND HUMANITIES RESEARCH COUNCIL OF CANADA FELLOWS
Tyler Carson, Women’s and Gender Studies, School of Graduate Studies
Meagan Wierda, History, School of Graduate Studies

ADDITIONAL SELECT STUDENT HONORS
Urmimala Basu, Biochemistry, School of Graduate Studies
American Heart Association Predoctoral Fellow

Brittany Battle, Sociology, School of Graduate Studies
American Sociological Association Minority Fellow

Julia Bowes*, History, School of Graduate Studies
Jefferson Scholars Foundation Fellow

Na Cai*, Cellular and Molecular Pharmacology, School of Graduate Studies
American Heart Association Predoctoral Fellow
Sangeeta Chatterji, Social Work, School of Graduate Studies
Margaret McNamara Education Grant Awardee

Kevin Clay*, Education, Graduate School of Education
Spencer Foundation Dissertation Fellow

Bryan Ek*, Mathematics, School of Graduate Studies
Science, Mathematics, and Research for Transformation (SMART) Scholar

Christopher Free*, Oceanography, School of Graduate Studies
American Center for Mongolian Studies Fellow

Damian Grammatikopoulos*, German, School of Graduate Studies
Max Kade Foundation Dissertation Fellow

Minhyuk Hwang, Political Science, School of Graduate Studies
Confucius China Studies Program Research Fellow

Amy Kuzminov, Oceanography, School of Graduate Studies
Schlanger Ocean Drilling Fellow

Alexander Lemenze*, Biomedical Sciences, School of Graduate Studies
Association of Biomolecular Resource Facilities Waters Corporation Awardee

Hudson McFann, Geography, School of Graduate Studies
Center for Khmer Studies Dissertation Writing Fellow

Antoinette Nelson*, Biomedical Engineering, School of Graduate Studies
National Science Foundation East Asia and Pacific Summer Institute

Sophia Ong*, Art History, School of Graduate Studies
Samuel H. Kress Foundation History of Art Institutional Fellow

Marika Plater, History, School of Graduate Studies
Andrew W. Mellon Predoctoral Fellow

Alison Horton Schaef ting*, Geography, School of Graduate Studies
United States Department of State American Institute of Bangladesh Studies Fellow

Hannah Shaw, Art History, School of Graduate Studies
German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD) Graduate Research Fellow

Peter Sorensen, History, School of Graduate Studies
Social Science Research Council International Dissertation Research Fellow

Jennifer Whytlaw*, Geography, School of Graduate Studies
United States Geospatial Intelligence Foundation Fellow

Jennifer Wilson*, History, School of Graduate Studies
Huntington Library Fellow

Catherine Wineinger, Political Science, School of Graduate Studies
Woodrow Wilson National Dissertation Fellow in Women’s Studies

* Graduating Students
Selected Faculty Honors

BRIAN C. CHU
Clinical Psychology, Graduate School of Applied and Professional Psychology
Fellow, Association for Behavioral and Cognitive Therapies

Brian C. Chu, associate professor of clinical psychology, has been recognized as a fellow by the Association for Behavioral and Cognitive Therapies for outstanding contributions to the field of behavioral interventions and psychological practice. Chu is the founder and director of the Youth Anxiety and Depression Clinic, a research clinic specializing in evaluating and providing evidence-based care for children and adolescents. His research focuses on the assessment and treatment of anxiety and depressive disorders, dissemination and implementation sciences, and access to care for diverse communities. Chu utilizes mobile applications and web-based coaching technologies to enhance the reach and penetration of behavioral services for treatment and training professionals. Editor of Cognitive and Behavioral Practice, Chu is an accomplished scholar who serves on multiple editorial boards for scientific journals, has published numerous scholarly articles and chapters, and co-edited Transdiagnostic Treatments for Children and Adolescents: Principles and Practice (Guilford, 2013).

LEON FRASER
Management and Global Business, Rutgers Business School–Newark and New Brunswick
Mentor of the Year, National Black MBA Association New Jersey Chapter

Leon Fraser, assistant professor of professional practice in management and global business, was named the Mentor of the Year by the National Black MBA Association New Jersey Chapter in recognition of his significant contributions to support and develop students and business leaders. A renowned professor, Fraser teaches executive leadership, management consulting, and managing workforce diversity to undergraduate and MBA students. He leverages the breadth of his prior work experience at Fortune 100 firms, as a vice president of a start-up, and as a Congressional aide in the content of his teaching as well as with students and alumni who seek him out for career conversations. Fraser has also received many teaching honors from the business school, including the Meritorious Service Award from the dean, Best Professor Award from MBA students, and the Best Management and Global Business Professor Award from undergraduate students.

PAUL G. FALKOWSKI
Bennett L. Smith Chair in Business and Natural Resources, Rutgers Business School–Newark and New Brunswick and School of Arts and Sciences; Marine and Coastal Sciences, School of Environmental and Biological Sciences
Tyler Prize for Environmental Achievement

Paul G. Falkowski, distinguished professor in the departments of Earth and Planetary Sciences and Marine and Coastal Sciences, is the recipient of the Tyler Prize for Environmental Achievement for his work in understanding and communicating the impact of human activity on Earth’s climate. A pioneer in the field of biological oceanography, Falkowski’s work focuses on how microbes, especially unicellular algae (phytoplankton) photosynthesize in the world’s oceans. He has developed novel techniques to measure photosynthesis in the sea and to derive photosynthetic rates from satellite-based measurements of ocean color. Falkowski also leads the Environmental Biophysics and Molecular Ecology Laboratory and is the founding director of the Rutgers Energy Institute. He is the author of a popular science book, Life’s Engines: How Microbes Made Earth Habitable (Princeton University Press, 2015), that explains how microbes created an environment on this planet that enabled the evolution of animals and higher plants.

BRENT D. RUBEN
Communication, School of Communication and Information
Leadership Excellence Award, Baldrige Foundation

Brent D. Ruben, distinguished professor of communication, is the inaugural recipient of the national Leadership Excellence Award in education from the Baldrige Foundation in recognition of his pioneering contributions to adapting the foundation’s model for organizational performance excellence in business to universities and colleges. As a guide for these principles, Ruben created Excellence in Higher Education, which has been used by nearly 50 schools and departments at Rutgers, and at as many universities nationwide. Ruben is the founder and executive director of the Center for Organizational Leadership and has authored numerous publications on higher education, communication, organizations, and leadership. Ruben is a frequent adviser to universities and colleges around the world and has received many honors in recognition of his scholarly and professional leadership, including the Gerald Phillips Award from the National Communication Association.
Charlotte Thomas-Hawkins, associate professor of nursing science, is the recipient of the Outstanding Contribution Award from the American Nephrology Nurses Association, which recognizes one nurse each year who has made exceptional contributions to the growth of nephrology nursing. Thomas-Hawkins, an accomplished practitioner in acute care and outpatient kidney dialysis settings, was the first researcher to quantify the relationships among nursing structures, work environment support, missed care, and patient outcomes in outpatient kidney dialysis facilities in the United States. Her seminal work in this area helped lead to federal policy changes in the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services’ staffing regulations that resulted in adding registered nurses to dialysis facilities nationwide. As director of the Center for Healthcare Quality, Thomas-Hawkins has advanced the science of patient safety and care quality. Her current work is aimed at determining the facility-level effects of nursing systems and processes on value-based outcomes in kidney dialysis facilities.

Yanyong Zhang, professor of electrical and computer engineering, was elected to the IEEE Fellow Grade for her “contributions to robust and efficient large-scale sensor networks.” This prestigious promotion recognizes select IEEE members who have made extraordinary accomplishments in advancing technology. Zhang’s research focuses on sensor networks, mobile computing, and the Internet of Things—physical devices connected to the internet that collect and share data. As a member of the Wireless Information Network Laboratory (WINLAB), an industry-university cooperative research center focused on wireless technology, Zhang works on the MobilityFirst project, which aims to redesign the internet to be more agile, secure, and efficient in handling hundreds of billions of smartphones and other internet-connected objects. Zhang has published over 100 journal articles and co-authored Securing Emerging Wireless Systems: Lower-Layer Approaches (Springer, 2009).

Cheryl A. Wall, Board of Governors Zora Neale Hurston professor of English, is the inaugural recipient of the Octavia E. Butler Award for outstanding contributions to scholarship on black women writers presented by the African American Literature and Culture Society and the Octavia E. Butler Literary Society. In addition to her scholarly contributions, the award cited Wall’s work as an institution-builder and her mentorship of women of color scholars, marked most prominently by her role in creating the African American and Africa Diaspora postdoctoral fellowship at Rutgers. An acclaimed critic in the field of African American literary studies, Wall is the author of several books including Worrying the Line: Black Women Writers, Lineage, and Literary Tradition (University of North Carolina Press, 2005) and her forthcoming book On Freedom and the Will to Adorn: The Art of the African American Essay (University of North Carolina Press, 2019).
FELLOWS OF THE AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY
Lev Borisov, Mathematics, School of Arts and Sciences
Feng Luo, Mathematics, School of Arts and Sciences
Stephen Miller, Mathematics, School of Arts and Sciences

FULBRIGHT SCHOLARS
Hong Li, Biochemistry, New Jersey Medical School
Xun Liu, History, School of Arts and Sciences
Matthew Matsaganis, Communication, School of Communication and Information
Zakia Salime, Sociology, School of Arts and Sciences
Laura Schneider, Geography, School of Arts and Sciences

FELLOWS OF THE ALFRED P. SLOAN FOUNDATION
Jacquelyn Noronha-Hostler, Physics and Astronomy, School of Arts and Sciences
Shubhangi Saraf, Mathematics and Computer Science, School of Arts and Sciences

FELLOWS OF THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE
Vivian Bellofatto, Microbiology, Biochemistry, and Molecular Genetics, New Jersey Medical School
Peter March, Executive Dean, School of Arts and Sciences
Richard Padgett, Molecular Biology and Biochemistry, School of Arts and Sciences
Arnold Rabson, Director, Child Health Institute of New Jersey

FELLOWS OF THE AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION
Clark Chinn, Educational Psychology, Graduate School of Education
Caroline Clauss-Ehlers, Educational Psychology, Graduate School of Education

FELLOWS OF THE NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE
Lucille Joel, School of Nursing
Ann Marie Mauro, School of Nursing
ADDITIONAL NOTABLE HONORS

Beth Angell, School of Social Work
Fellow, Society of Social Work and Research

Shawn Arent, Kinesiology and Health, School of Arts and Sciences
William J. Kraemer Outstanding Sport Scientist of the Year Award, National Strength and Conditioning Association

Robert Bartynski, Physics and Astronomy, School of Arts and Sciences
Fellow, American Vacuum Society

Joan Bennett, Plant Biology and Pathology, School of Environmental and Biological Sciences
Tai Fung-Lan Award for International Cooperation, Mycological Society of China

Joseph Bertino, Medicine, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School
Lifetime Achievement Award, American Association for Cancer Research

Joseph Blasi, Human Resource Management, School of Management and Labor Relations
Senior Fellow, The Aspen Institute

Endre Boros, Management Science and Information Systems, Rutgers Business School–Newark and New Brunswick
Foreign Member and Inaugural Speech, Hungarian Academy of Sciences

Manish Chhowalla, Materials Science and Engineering, School of Engineering
Fellow, Materials Research Society

Joanne Ciulla, Management and Global Business, Rutgers Business School–Newark and New Brunswick
Master Ethics Teacher Award, Wheatley Institution and Society for Business Ethics

Farok Contractor, Management and Global Business, Rutgers Business School–Newark and New Brunswick
Lifetime Achievement Award for Contributions to Management Research, Indian Academy of Management

Mary DiGiulio, School of Nursing
Fellow, American Association of Nurse Practitioners

Siobain Duffy, Ecology, Evolution, and Natural Resources, School of Environmental and Biological Sciences
Ann Palmenberg Junior Investigator Award, American Society for Virology

Adrienne Eaton, Labor Studies and Employment Relations, School of Management and Labor Relations
Fellow, Labor and Employment Relations Association

David Ferio, Human Resource Management, School of Management and Labor Relations
Faculty Advisor of the Year, Society for Human Resource Management

Sherine Gabriel, Dean, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School
Elected Trustee and Fellow, New York Academy of Medicine
Selected Faculty Honors  continued

Scott Glenn, Marine and Coastal Sciences, School of Environmental and Biological Sciences
Fellow, Marine Technology Society

Joo Hun Han, Human Resource Management, School of Management and Labor Relations
Emerging Scholar in Employment Participation and Ownership Award, Academy of Management

Donald Holder, Theater Arts, Mason Gross School of the Arts
Nominee, Tony Awards

Allan Horwitz, Sociology, School of Arts and Sciences
James R. Greenley Award, Society for the Study of Social Problems

Amy Jordan, Journalism and Media Studies, School of Communication and Information
Fellow, International Communication Association

Robert Kaufman, Political Science, School of Arts and Sciences
Guillermo O’Donnell Democracy Award and Lectureship, Latin American Studies Association

Gabriel Kotliar, Physics and Astronomy, School of Arts and Sciences
Fellow, Simons Foundation

Michael MacKenzie, School of Social Work
Excellence in Research Award, Society for Social Work and Research

Rajiv Malhotra, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, School of Engineering
Outstanding Young Manufacturing Engineer Award, Society of Manufacturing Engineers

Franklin Moon, Civil and Environmental Engineering, School of Engineering
Charles Pankow Award for Innovation, American Society of Civil Engineers

M. Maral Mouradian, Neurology, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School
Fellow, Hedwig van Ameringen Executive Leadership in Academic Medicine

Michael Muller, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, School of Engineering
Champion of Energy Efficiency in Industry Award, American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy

Bryce Nickels, Genetics, School of Arts and Sciences
Fellow, American Academy of Microbiology

Manish Parashar, Computer Science, School of Arts and Sciences
TCPP Outstanding Service Award, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Computer Society

Nicolás Pereda, Rutgers Filmmaking Center, Mason Gross School of the Arts
Fellow, John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation

Sallie Porter, School of Nursing
Distinguished Practitioner and Fellow, National Academies of Practice

Linda Reddy, Graduate School of Applied and Professional Psychology
Fellow, American Educational Research Association

Andrzej Ruszczyński, Management Science and Information Systems, Rutgers Business School–Newark and New Brunswick
Fellow, Institute for Operations Research and Management Sciences
Raymond Sanchez Mayers, School of Social Work  
Commission on Research Faculty Award for Innovation in Research Instruction, Council on Social Work Education

Johanna Schoen, History, School of Arts and Sciences  
William H. Welch Medal, American Association for the History of Medicine

Valerie Smith Stephens, School of Nursing  
Robert Griffin Award for Long and Outstanding Service, College Reading and Learning Association

Kevin St. Martin, Geography, School of Arts and Sciences  
Julie Graham Community Economics Research Fund Fellowship Award, Community Economics Theory and Writing Retreat

Kristen Syrett, Linguistics, School of Arts and Sciences  
Early Career Award, Linguistic Society of America

Alfred Tallia, Family Medicine and Community Health, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School  
Peter W. Rodino Jr. Citizen’s Award, Edward J. Ill Excellence in Medicine Foundation

Beverly Tepper, Food Science, School of Environmental and Biological Sciences  
Fellow, Institute of Food Technologists

Camilla Townsend, History, School of Arts and Sciences  
Howard F. Cline Memorial Prize, Conference on Latin American History  
Arthur P. Whitaker Prize, Middle Atlantic Council of Latin American Studies

Can Uslay, Marketing, Rutgers Business School–Newark and New Brunswick  
Fellow, Direct Selling Education Foundation

Suzanne Willard, School of Nursing  
Lifetime Achievement Award, Association of Nurses in AIDS Care

Jerome Williams, Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost, Rutgers University–Newark, Rutgers Business School–Newark and New Brunswick  
Kim Rotzoll Award for Advertising Ethics and Social Responsibility, American Academy of Advertising

Hui Xiong, Management Science and Information Systems, Rutgers Business School–Newark and New Brunswick  
ICDM Outstanding Service Award, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

Jingang Yi, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, School of Engineering  
Fellow, American Society of Mechanical Engineers

Eviatar Zerubavel, Sociology, School of Arts and Sciences  
Helena Lopata Mentor Excellence Award, Society for the Study of Symbolic Interaction

This list includes select awards announced by April 13, 2018.
University Seal

The university seal is the official imprimatur of Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey. As such, it appears on official documents, such as contracts and deeds, and, most notably, on the diplomas issued to graduates of the university.

The outer ring contains the name of the university. The inner ring includes the date of Rutgers’ founding, 1766, as Queen’s College, the eighth institution of higher learning established in the American colonies. The university’s motto, “Sun of righteousness, shine upon the West also,” appears in Latin in the inner ring, surrounding a stylized sunburst. The motto is an adaptation of the motto of Utrecht University, in the Netherlands, connoting the original college’s early affiliation with the Dutch Reformed Church. It is today interpreted as a request for the enlightenment of learning to shine equally upon the New World.

Rutgers Shield

The Rutgers shield was introduced in 2015 as part of the university’s 250th Anniversary. The shield’s elements convey our past and present. The shield is divided into thirds, representing Rutgers’ deep connections to New Jersey’s three regions—north, central, and south—and denoting the university’s tripartite mission—teaching, research, and service.

Five symbolic elements both acknowledge our past and signify that as we evolve, we will uphold core values that have been integral to our identity from our earliest days.

The sunburst conveys illumination—light as metaphor for knowledge—and it is the motif of our seal and the heart of our motto, “Sun of righteousness, shine upon the West also.” Our centuries-old seal and motto are both variants on those of Utrecht University, in the Netherlands; its motto reads, “Sun of righteousness, enlighten us.”

The crown represents our founding in 1766 as Queen’s College, named in honor of Queen Charlotte, wife of Great Britain’s King George III who reigned over the American colonies when our charter was signed.

The university’s founding in 1766 confirms its standing as one of America’s nine original colonial colleges. A decade later, as the American Revolution erupted, the college gave itself over to the cause of freedom, as all “who were able to bear arms immediately marched to oppose the enemy.”

The three stars represent the State of New Jersey, the third state to ratify the U.S. Constitution.

The book is a timeless symbol of our enduring commitment to teaching, learning, academic inquiry, and scholarship.
University Mace

The university mace, an ornamental staff symbolizing the authority of the president, is borne before the president in academic processions by the secretary of the university.

The design of the Rutgers mace incorporates signs of the institution’s traditions and status as New Jersey’s state university. The head of the mace bears the university’s coat of arms and its seal worked in colored enamel and gold on silver, all surmounted by a facsimile of the crown of Queen Charlotte, for whom the university was originally named “Queen’s.” The long shaft is made of stained wood and silver on which are engraved intertwining ivy leaves, symbolizing learning; red oak leaves, representing New Jersey’s state tree; and violets, the state flower.

The mace was a gift to the university from the Raritan Valley Chapter of the Society for the Advancement of Management and the New Brunswick-Raritan Valley Chamber of Commerce, in recognition of Rutgers’ bicentennial commemoration in 1966. The mace was designed by J. Russell Price, director of design for the Gorham Manufacturing Company, and crafted by the Gorham silversmithing department.

Red Lion Bell

Students who process in University Commencement may ring the Red Lion Bell to signal their arrival.

The name “Red Lion” harks back to 1771, when a handful of students attended the first classes of Queen’s College in a converted tavern, called the Sign of the Red Lion, located at the corner of Albany and Neilson streets in New Brunswick. The bell itself is part of a Rutgers graduation tradition. In 1825, Colonel Henry Rutgers donated the interest on a $5,000 bond and a bell to the then struggling Queen’s College. The money kept the college alive and as a token of its gratitude, Queen’s College was renamed Rutgers College. With a beautiful new bell in place, every graduating member of Rutgers College would ring “The Old Queens Bell” as a rite of passage before graduation.

Today it is not possible to ring the actual 1825 bell. However, to keep the tradition alive, an alumnus, who wishes to stay anonymous, donated this smaller bell to the Rutgers University Historical Society. During New Student Convocation held at the start of the academic year, incoming students ring the bell to mark the beginning of their studies. At University Commencement, the bell is stationed at High Point Solutions Stadium, where graduating students may ring it to signify their graduation, continuing a beloved Rutgers tradition in a new way.
The wearing of academic dress dates back to the early days of the oldest universities in the world. In the American Council on Education’s book entitled *American Universities and Colleges*, it is suggested that “Gowns may have been counted necessary for warmth in the unheated buildings frequented by medieval scholars. Hoods seem to have served to cover the tonsured head. . . .”

Throughout the years, European universities have shown great diversity in their academic dress. American universities, on the other hand, when they decided to adopt academic dress, immediately established a code of regulations that today is followed by almost all American institutions. This code has made it possible to distinguish the bachelors, masters, and doctors and, at the same time, recognize the university that has given them the degree.

Gowns: The bachelor’s gown has pointed sleeves and is worn closed. The master’s gown, worn open or closed, has oblong sleeves, the front part of which frequently is cut away at the elbow. The doctor’s gown has bell-shaped sleeves. It is worn open or closed.

At Rutgers, members of the Board of Governors and Board of Trustees, as well as those who hold a doctoral degree from the university, wear the Rutgers gown, which is scarlet with black velvet front panels framed on the outer edge with gold cord braid. The velvet panels are embroidered with a crown and the year 1766 at the neck, signifying the university’s founding as one of the original colonial colleges under King George III of England.

Hoods: The hoods vary in size: 48 inches for the doctor’s degree, 42 inches for the master’s, and 36 inches for the bachelor’s. All hoods are lined in silk in the academic color or colors of the institution conferring the degree. If the institution has more than one color, the colors are shown in divisions using chevrons.

Below is a list of some of the faculty colors as prescribed by the Intercollegiate Code for the binding of the hood:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agriculture / Maize</th>
<th>Law / Purple</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arts, Letters, Humanities / White</td>
<td>Library Service / Lemon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Administration, Commerce / Drab</td>
<td>Medicine / Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City and Regional Planning / Brown</td>
<td>Music / Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication and Information Studies / Gray</td>
<td>Nursing / Apricot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dentistry / Lilac</td>
<td>Oratory-Speech / Silver Gray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics / Copper</td>
<td>Pharmacy / Olive Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education / Light Blue</td>
<td>Philosophy / Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering / Orange</td>
<td>Physical Education / Sage Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine Arts, Architecture / Brown</td>
<td>Public Administration / Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Resources Management / Dusk</td>
<td>Public Health / Salmon Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journalism / Dark Crimson</td>
<td>Science / Golden Yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor and Employment Relations / Peacock Blue</td>
<td>Social Service / Citron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theology and Divinity / Scarlet</td>
<td>Theology and Divinity / Scarlet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The color or colors of the lining of the hood for the nine colonial colleges are: scarlet, Rutgers; crimson, Harvard; green-gold-silver, William and Mary; blue, Yale; red-blue, Pennsylvania; orange-black, Princeton; light blue-white, Columbia; brown, Brown; and green-white, Dartmouth.

Caps: Black mortarboards or soft hats are worn for all degrees. The gold tassel signifies a doctoral degree.
Commencement Music

Rutgers Wind Ensemble from the Mason Gross School of the Arts
Darryl J. Bott, Conductor
James J. Busuito, Conductor
Todd M. Nichols, Conductor

Pre-ceremony
The Fairest of the Fair
First Suite in E-Flat for Military Band
Overture to LaForza del Destino
Florentiner March
Young Person’s Guide to John Williams
John Philip Sousa
Gustav Holst
Giuseppe Verdi
Julius Fucik
John Williams

Rutgers Herald Trumpet Ensemble
Scarlet Ceremonial Fanfare
James J. Busuito

Academic Procession
Midway March
Procession of the Nobles
March Processional
Crown Imperial
Pomp and Circumstance No. 1
John Williams
Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov
David Gorham
William Walton
Edward Elgar

Recessional
Themes from Superman
Americans We
The Liberty Bell
John Williams
Henry Fillmore
John Philip Sousa

Dr. Patrick G. Gardner conducts members of the Rutgers University Choirs.
Sol justitiae et aequitatem illustre
Board of Governors

Sandy J. Stewart
Chair
Mark A. Angelson
Vice Chair
Robert Barchi
ex officio
Keith T. Banks
Greg Brown
Dorothy W. Cantor
Margaret T. Derrick
Frank B. Hundley
Susan M. McCue
Martin Perez
Joseph M. Rigby
Dudley H. Rivers Jr.
Richard W. Roper
Kenneth M. Schmidt
William M. Tambussi
Heather C. Taylor
Peter R. Gillett
Faculty Representative

Samuel Rabinowitz
Faculty Representative
Anish J. Patel
Student Representative
J. Michael Gower
Treasurer
Kimberlee M. Pastva
Secretary
Patrick L. Melillo
Associate Secretary

Board of Trustees

William E. Best
Chair
Mary I. DiMartino
Vice Chair
James F. Dougherty
Vice Chair
Robert Barchi
ex officio
Michael W. Azzara
Rahn K. Bailey
Felix M. Beck, Emeritus
Gregory Bender
Dominick J. Burzichelli
Dorothy W. Cantor, Emerita
Peter Cartmell, Emeritus
Gary W. Chropuvka
Mary J. Chyb, Emerita
Kevin J. Collins, Emeritus
Hollis A. Copeland
Anthony J. Covington
Alan M. Crosta Jr.
Steven M. Darien
Resham A. Dhaduk
Marisa A. Dietrich
Teresa A. Dolan
Michael DuHaimer
Norman H. Edelman
Robert P. Eichert, Emeritus
Jeanne M. Fox, Emerita
Ronald J. Garutti
Ronald W. Giaconia, Emeritus
Rochelle Gizinski, Emerita
Evangeline Gomez
Leslie E. Goodman, Emeritus
M. Wilma Harris
Robert A. Hering, Emeritus
Mark P. Hershhorn, Emeritus
Carleton A. Holstrom, Emeritus
Frank B. Hundley, Emeritus
Paul B. Jennings, Emeritus
Nimesh S. Jhaveri
Kenneth R. Johnson
Roberta Kanarick
Tilak Lal
Robert A. Laudicina, Emeritus
Walter L. Leib, Emeritus
Richard A. Levao, Emeritus
Jennifer Lewis-Hall
Debra Ann Lynch
Duncan L. MacMillan, Emeritus
Amy B. Mansue
Robert E. Mortensen
Patricia Nachtigal, Emerita
Gene M. O’Hara, Emeritus
Tolulope A. Yetunde
Mary Papamarkou
Dean J. Paranic, Emeritus
Jose A. Piazza
George A. Rears, Emeritus
James H. Rhodes
Dudley H. River Jr., Emeritus
Carole Sampson-Landers
Kenneth M. Schmidt, Emeritus
Richard H. Shindell
Dorothy M. Stanaitis, Emerita
Robert L. Stevenson, Emeritus
Sandy J. Stewart, Emeritus
Kate Sweeney
Steven H. Temares
Anne M. Thomas, Emerita
Edgar Torres
Michael R. Tuosto, Emeritus
Ronald D. Wilson
Robert A. Schwartz
Faculty Representative
Menahem Spiegel
Faculty Representative
Jonathan L. Gonzalez
Student Representative
Julielene R. Serrano
Student Representative
J. Michael Gower
Treasurer
Kimberlee M. Pastva
Secretary
Patrick L. Melillo
Associate Secretary
**University Administrative Officers**

Robert Barchi, President  
Nancy E. Cantor, Chancellor, Rutgers University–Newark  
Debasish Dutta, Chancellor, Rutgers University–New Brunswick  
Phoebe A. Haddon, Chancellor, Rutgers University–Camden  
Brian L. Strom, Chancellor, Rutgers Biomedical and Health Sciences and Executive Vice President for Health Affairs  
Antonio M. Calcado, Executive Vice President for Strategic Planning and Operations and Chief Operating Officer  
J. Michael Gower, Executive Vice President for Finance and Administration and University Treasurer  
Nevin E. Kessler, President of the Rutgers University Foundation and Executive Vice President for Development and Alumni Relations  
Vivian Fernández, Senior Vice President for Human Resources and Organizational Effectiveness  
Timothy J. Fournier, Senior Vice President for Enterprise Risk Management, Ethics, and Compliance  
John J. Hoffman, Senior Vice President and General Counsel  
Barbara A. Lee, Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs  
Peter J. McDonough Jr., Senior Vice President for External Affairs  
Christopher J. Molloy, Senior Vice President for Research and Economic Development  
Michele L. Norin, Senior Vice President and Chief Information Officer  
Patrick E. Hobbs, Director of Intercollegiate Athletics  
Kimberlee M. Pastva, Secretary of the University

**Deans**

Joseph A. Barone, Pharm.D., Dean of the Ernest Mario School of Pharmacy  
Clark A. Chinn, Ph.D., Interim Dean of the Graduate School of Education  
Francine Conway, Ph.D., Dean of the Graduate School of Applied and Professional Psychology  
Adrienne E. Eaton, Ph.D., Interim Dean of the School of Management and Labor Relations  
Thomas N. Farris, Ph.D., Dean of the School of Engineering  
Cecile A. Feldman, D.M.D., Dean of the Rutgers School of Dental Medicine  
Sherine E. Gabriel, M.D., Dean of the Robert Wood Johnson Medical School  
Robert M. Goodman, Ph.D., Executive Dean of Agriculture and Natural Resources and Executive Dean of the School of Environmental and Biological Sciences  
Michael Greenberg, Ph.D., Interim Dean of the Edward J. Bloustein School of Planning and Public Policy  
Perry N. Halkitis, Ph.D., Dean of the School of Public Health  
William L. Holzemer, Ph.D., Dean of the School of Nursing  
Robert L. Johnson, M.D., Dean of the New Jersey Medical School  
Jerome J. Kukor, Ph.D., Dean of the School of Graduate Studies  
Lei Lei, Ph.D., Dean of the Rutgers Business School–Newark and New Brunswick  
Gwendolyn M. Mahon, Ph.D., Dean of the School of Health Professions  
Peter March, Ph.D., Executive Dean of the School of Arts and Sciences  
Cathryn C. Potter, Ph.D., Dean of the School of Social Work  
Jonathan Potter, D.Phil., Dean of the School of Communication and Information  
George B. Stauffer, Ph.D., Dean of the Mason Gross School of the Arts
University Senate
Dr. Peter R. Gillett, Chair

Mace Bearer
Ms. Kimberlee M. Pastva

University Gonfalonier and Head Marshal
Dr. Peter R. Gillett

Commencement Marshals

Ms. Sandie Armand
Dr. Dennis Bathory
Dr. Barbara E. Bender
Mrs. Angeline Bishop Thomas
Ms. Susan Bouliga
Professor John G. Brennan
Professor Steven Brill
Dr. Joseph Brodie
Dr. Sara Campbell
Dr. Mary Carrington
Dr. Anne Carr-Schmid
Professor Fuat E. Celik
Professor Mary Chayko
Mr. Douglas Coffey
Dean Vanessa Coleman
Ms. Laura Costello
Dr. Kevin Criswell
Professor Gabriella D’Arcangelo
Dr. Jenevieve DeLosSantos
Dr. Linnea Dickson
Mr. Moises Figueroa
Professor Rob Foels
Dr. Peter R. Gillett
Professor Ann B. Gould
Professor Samuel Gunderson
Dr. Martha Haviland
Professor Evelyn Hermes-Desantis
Professor Bradley Hillman
Dr. Christopher Iannini
Mrs. Shakirat Bola Ibraheem
Professor Colin Jager
Dr. Robert Janney
Professor Barry W. Jesse
Dr. Jennifer V. Jones
Professor John Kolassa
Dr. Tia M. Kolbaba
Miss Ama Kyeremateng
Dr. Sonia Laumbach
Professor Tamara Lee
Ms. Jennifer Lenahan Cleary
Professor Thomas Leustek
Dr. Jacqueline Loeb
Dr. Muffin L. Lord
Ms. Tiffany Lorincz
Professor Brian McLaughlin
Dr. Daniel J. Mehlan
Mrs. Julie Meidlinger
Dr. Melchi Michel
Professor Lesley M. Morrow
Dean Julio Nazario
Dr. Richard J. Novak
Professor Natalka Pavlosky
Dean David S. Pickens
Professor Thomas Prusa
Professor Ronald L. Quincy
Professor Mark G. Robson
Professor William Rodgers
Ms. Silvia Ruiz
Professor Asha Samant
Ms. Rebeca Santiago
Mrs. Lisa Scott
Professor Deborah D. Shuford
Dr. Deborah Silver
Professor Richard Simmons
Dr. Barry Simon
Ms. Barbara E. Sirman
Dr. Lynn M. Stradford
Mr. Thomas A. Struble
Dean Bianca Thompson-Owen
Mrs. Simona M. Turcu
Dr. Tracy Vitale
Mr. Xiangyue Wang
Dr. Ralf Warmuth
Professor Marc D. Weiner
Mr. Matthew J. Weismantel
Professor James F. White
Professor David Wilder
Dr. Mikel Zaratiegui
Professor Dean Zimmerman
Congratulations! You are now one of more than 500,000 alumni worldwide—a global community that is scarlet forever. Your membership in the Rutgers University Alumni Association starts now, lasts a lifetime, and gives you access to:

- Career Resources and Networking Opportunities
- Alumni PerksCard™ Discounts
- Exclusive Alumni Events
- Volunteer Experiences
- Diverse Alumni Groups Across the U.S. and Abroad

Follow the RUAA social media channels today for a chance to win a $100 gift card to RutgersAlumniShop.com.

Visit Ralumni.com/commencement18 to learn more ways to stay Scarlet Forever™.
CONVOCATION PROGRAM BOOKLETS

Go online to download Convocation Program booklets from our New Brunswick ceremonies, which include the names of graduating students. commencement.rutgers.edu/nbprograms

#RU2018 Share your commencement moments and join in the excitement.

LET US KNOW WHAT YOU THINK

Did you enjoy University Commencement? Do you think that there is anything we could do to improve the experience in the coming years? Take our survey and let us know.

commencement.rutgers.edu/survey

EMERGENCY NOTIFICATIONS

During University Commencement, guests may quickly and anonymously report medical emergencies, inappropriate behavior, suspicious activity, or other important matters to the police department via cell phone.

Phone
Dial 911 to be connected with the police department.

Text Message
Send a text message to 69050.

   In your message, type the following:
   RUGUEST <space> [your location] and [the details of the problem]

   Example: RUGUEST<space>Section 121, Row 10, Seat 12, medical emergency

We encourage guests to use this system whenever they see an incident or problem in the stadium that should be reported to Rutgers Police so emergency personnel can respond to the scene as quickly as possible.
High Point Solutions Stadium Map

Livingston Campus
Orange Zone Parking Shuttle:
Follow the signs to the Practice Bubble for shuttle to Livingston Campus.

Gate B
Gate C
Gate D
Gate E
Gate H
Gate G

To Scarlet Knight Way for special-needs shuttles

Parking

To Scarlet

College Avenue Campus
White Zone Parking Shuttle/
New Brunswick Train Station:
Follow the signs to Sutphen Road to Lot 48 for shuttle to College Avenue Campus.

Video Board

Elevator

Concessions and food carts are available on the main concourse.
Restrooms are available along the main concourse.

Key
Guest Seating
Special-Needs Seating
Seating Area for Graduates
Procession
Stage Concourse
Information Table Cannon
Red Lion Bell Photography
Police First Aid Station
Medical Cooling Tent
Commencement Flowers/T-shirts
ASL Interpreter (section 111)

School Key
Schools are listed in the order in which they will process into the stadium.

SGS School of Graduate Studies
ENG School of Engineering
SAS School of Arts and Sciences
RBS Rutgers Business School–Newark and New Brunswick
SEBS School of Environmental and Biological Sciences
PHARM* Ernest Mario School of Pharmacy
NJMS* New Jersey Medical School
RSDM* Rutgers School of Dental Medicine
SN* School of Nursing
SMLR School of Management and Labor Relations
RWJMS* Robert Wood Johnson Medical School
SHP* School of Health Professions
SPH* School of Public Health
EJB Edward J. Bloustein School of Planning and Public Policy
SC&I School of Communication and Information
SSW School of Social Work
GSAPP Graduate School of Applied and Professional Psychology
GSE Graduate School of Education
MGSA Mason Gross School of the Arts
*RBHS Rutgers Biomedical and Health Sciences
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Photography and Videography

By attending Rutgers University Commencement, you grant Rutgers all rights to use photographs and videos taken at Rutgers University Commencement in any medium and for all purposes that support the mission of the university. Please let our photographer or videographer know if you do not want your image taken.

Produced by Rutgers’ Department of University Communications and Marketing.
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